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appears before the sails or smokestacks. Hence the intervening surface
must be curved. The altitude of the stars changes by a practically uniform
number of degrees for each hundred miles that one travels northward or
southward. This is possible only on a globular earth. Moreover, thou-
sands of people have actually gone around the globe in many different
directions since Magellan's ship first did so. Airplane photographs taken
at a great height actually show the horizon as curved, not flat.
The evidence that the earth rotates once in twenty-four hours on an
axis is not so clear as the evidence that it is a globe. The sun, moon, and
stars, to be sure, rise and set as if the earth rotated, but this might be be-
cause each heavenly body revolves around the earth, as was supposed by
the ancients. So firmly was this idea established that, when Copernicus
and Galileo taught that the earth's rotation accounts for day and night
and for the rising and setting of the stars, they risked violent persecution
and even death. One of the most convincing proofs that the earth rotates
is the course of a ball dropped from a great height. Barring a slight de-
flection due to the varying density of different parts of the earth, a plumb
line suspended from a lofty structure such as the Eiffel Tower in Paris
points straight toward the earth's center. If a ball be dropped from the
point of suspension, it will not strike the earth at the point toward which
the plumb line is directed, but an inch or more to the east. During the
few seconds while the ball is falling both ball and earth move eastward
by rotation. The ball falls perfectly straight, but because it starts at a
point outside the earth's surface, it has an eastward motion greater than
that of the point on the surface below it.
There is plenty of proof that the earth not only rotates on its axis, but
also revolves around the sun once in about 36554 days. As soon as it was
proved that the earth rotates, it was clear that one of two things must be
true. Either the sun must revolve around the earth in a very wabbly,
changeable path, far north in summer and far south in winter, or the earth
must revolve around the sun. Measurements of the very slightly different
angle at which we see the nearer stars at dates six months apart prove
that the earth is the body that does the revolving. The change from the
high sun at noon in June to the low sun at noon in December proves that
the earth's axis is inclined to the plane of the earth's orbit instead of being
vertical. This orbital plane can be understood by thinking of the earth's
path around the sun as a huge hoop. A cloth stretched across the hoop
would represent the plane or flat surface in which the earth moves around
the sun. A little stick stuck through the edge of the hoop and tipped
23l/2° from the vertical would stand for the earth's axis. Because of this
tipping, the two tropics—Cancer, or Crab, in the northern hemisphere, and
Capricorn, or Goat, in the southern hemisphere—are.23J/2° from the

